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Abstract 
    This work involves various robot behaviours that are required to play soccer using simple primitive rules and then these 
individual behaviours will be synchronized together so that the humanoid robot is able to play soccer autonomously. The 
behaviours created are separated into two categories namely object detection behaviours and motion behaviours. In object 
detection behaviours consists of Red Ball Detection which uses the primitive rules of colour blob segmentation and depth 
estimation through trigonometric properties.  In motion behaviours consists of Scoring, Kip Up and Diving which uses the 
primitive rule of support polygon and centre of mass. Once these behaviours are designed and created, it is synchronized into two 
different roles namely player and keeper. The final part of this project is to analyse some of the primitive rules used to design the 
behaviours so that comparative studies could be done. This project ends with the objectives being achieved and an autonomous 
humanoid robot which is able to play soccer is successfully being created. 
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1. Introduction 
     In a soccer game, player is constantly changing the direction of motion with respect to the changing environment. 
Thus, omnidirectional walking is crucial in soccer and NAO’s walking uses a simple dynamic model of linear 
inverse pendulum and quadratic programming. The joint sensors will provide the feedback to stabilize the robot 
which makes walking robust and resistant to small disturbances, and torso oscillations in the frontal and lateral 
planes are absorbed 2. The walking gait of NAO robot uses the Three-Dimensional Linear Inverted Pendulum mode 
(3D-LIPM) to generate the trajectory for a biped walk and foot planner is used in the walk engine that gives the 
Centre of Pressure (CoP) and foot trajectory3. Besides, NAO’s whole body motion is controlled by the motion 
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module which is based on generalized inverse kinematics which handles Cartesian coordinates, joint control, 
balance, redundancy, and task priority2. Another important aspect in a soccer game is about vision. Player has to be 
able to notice all the details from the environment and react accordingly. Same concept is used in NAO’s soccer 
game where NAO sees through two 920p cameras which capture up to 30 frames per second and it is located on 
NAO’s forehead as well as at NAO’s mouth level2. These cameras are used to detect the balls, goal post as well as 
the field lines by using computer vision techniques such as model-based vision and feature-based vision4. Once the 
object is detected, the distance to the object can be calculated by using Triangulation method5. In this project, the 
motion behaviours are narrowed down to two major motions of interest in soccer playing namely Kicking and Kip 
Up which is mainly due to the complexity of motions involved in a soccer game. The project will then focuses on 
the synchronization of these predefined behaviours so that the humanoid robot is able to play simple soccer 
autonomously. 
2. Methods 
2.1 Depth Estimation Using Trigonometric Properties 
      Fig.1shows the trigonometric principle of right angle triangle that will be used to calculate the depth 
information, D. The vertical height of the camera, h is known and fixed at all-time whereas the angle of the camera 
view to the horizontal line, α is known but varies with respect to the distance of the object to the camera. Therefore, 
the depth value, D can be calculated making use of trigonometric properties and the properties of right angle 
triangle6. 
ܦ݁݌ݐ݄ǡ ܦ ൌ  ௛୲ୟ୬ሺఈሻ                                                                                                                                      (1) 
                                 
Fig.1: Trigonometric Principle of Right Angle Triangle.         Fig.2: Trigonometric properties to determine depth. 
 
This method is used to estimate the depth or range of the red ball detected in colour blob segmentation so that the 
position of the red ball relative to NAO robot torso can be calculated which will then allow NAO robot to move 
towards the red ball until a certain distance specified by the user. This approach uses simple trigonometric properties 
of right angle triangle to calculate the horizontal distance of the red ball to the camera i.e. NAO robot without the 
need to know the intrinsic parameters of the camera. In a soccer field, the red ball will be located at the same height 
as where NAO robot stands which is z = 0. The vertical height of the camera is known and approximated to the 
height of NAO in stand init position which can be measured. The small change in vertical height of the camera when 
NAO’s head is rotating in the pitch direction is assumed to be negligible in this method. 
Fig.2 shows the trigonometric properties to calculate the distance between NAO robot to the red ball detected. The 
vertical height of NAO’s top camera when the robot is in stand init position is known to be approximately ht = 
0.38995m while the vertical height of NAO’s bottom camera when the robot is in stand init position is known to be 
approximately hb = 0.34405m. Hence, the depth information can be calculated based on two different equations 
depending on which camera is used. Equation 2 will be used if top camera is used and equation 3 will be used if 
bottom camera is used. 
 
ܦ݅ݏݐܽ݊ܿ݁ǡ ܦ ൌ  ்௢௣஼௔௠௘௥௔ு௘௜௚௛௧ǡ௛೟୲ୟ୬ሺ௣௜௧௖௛௔௡௚௟௘ାଵǤଶ°ሻ                                                                                                                              (2) 
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2.2 Motion Synchronization 
    In player mode, the program starts by switching on the motor stiffness so that all the motions can be carried out 
by NAO robot. Once the motor stiffness is switched on, NAO robot is ensured to be in standing position by using 
the Stand Up command. If error occurred during the process of NAO robot standing up, the whole program will be 
terminated. If NAO robot successfully stands up, Kip Up motion behaviour will be activated together with Red Ball 
Detection behaviour. Kip Up motion behaviour will stay active throughout the entire program to check on NAO 
robot pose. If NAO robot is detected to be fallen, Kip Up motion behaviour will terminate all other behaviours that 
are currently active so that the respective motions can be carried out. Although Kip Up motion behaviour stays 
active throughout the entire program, other behaviours are still able to run concurrently. In Scoring motion 
behaviour, NAO robot will try to kick the ball. There are two different kicking force available and the kicking force 
depends on which input signal does Scoring motion behaviour receives. In this project, the hardest kicking force is 
used to ensure the ball is able to travel far. Once the ball is successfully being kicked, the whole program repeats 
with Red Ball Detection behaviour. If NAO robot fails to kick the ball, NAO robot will move backwards 0.8m 
before repeating the whole program with Red Ball Detection behaviour. The Wait command is used to hold the 
signal received for 0.5s just to enhance the reliability of the program so that the signal received is transferred to the 
desired box behaviour accurately without any overlapping of signals. The overall choreograph program flow of the 
synchronization of behaviours for player mode is shown in Fig.3. 
 
Fig.3: choreograph program flow for motion synchronization of behaviours in player mode. 
2.3 Keeper Mode 
   In keeper mode, NAO robot will try to play soccer as a keeper in which it will track the red ball and then ensure 
the red ball is not travelling the direction towards the goal post. If the red ball is detected to be close to the goal post, 
NAO robot will perform blocking actions to prevent the ball from entering the goal. Keeper mode consists of 2 
predefined behaviours synchronized together namely Diving and Kip Up.  
 
2.4 Synchronization Overview 
      Before activating Diving behaviour, NAO robot is made into initial standing position by Stand Init command. 
Similar to Kip Up motion behaviour, Diving motion behaviour will also be active throughout the entire program 
except when NAO robot has fallen. When Diving motion behaviour successfully performed Dive Left II or Dive 
Right II motion behaviours, Kip Up behaviour will be activated to enable NAO robot to stand back up. However, 
due to the diving motions, NAO robot will no longer facing front after Kip Up motion. Hence, after performing Kip 
Up motions due to the Diving motions, ±90 degree rotations will be applied to NAO robot. If NAO robot performed 
Dive Left II motion and Front Kip Up III, a -90 degree rotation is applied. If NAO robot performed Dive Left II 
motion and Back Kip Up I, a 90 degree rotation is applied. If NAO robot performed Dive Right II motion and Front 
Kip Up III, a 90 degree rotation is applied. If NAO robot performed Dive Right II motion and Back Kip Up I, a -90 
degree rotation is applied. Follow by the rotation will be a forward movement of 0.15m to ensure NAO back to 
initial position. The overall Choreograph program flow of the synchronization of behaviours for keeper mode is 
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shown in Fig.4 
 
 
Fig.4: choreograph program flow for motion synchronization of behaviours in keeper mode. 
3. Results 
   In this analysis, red ball was placed at the furthest to the nearest distance from NAO robot and both top camera 
and bottom camera is used to analyse the accuracy of this depth estimation method. The red ball was placed at the 
further point of 1.4m slowly reduced to 0.1m away from NAO robot with a step size of 0.1m each. For each 
distance, the resulting NAO’s head pitch angle was obtained to calculate the estimated depth information and 5 
samples were taken for each distance to obtain the average values. Table 1 shows the summary of the results 
obtained through the depth estimation analysis for top camera and bottom camera. Fig.5 shows the plot for the 
estimated depth while Fig.6 shows the plot for the absolute error against actual depth, Fig.7 shows the plot for the 
absolute error against estimated depth and Fig.8 shows the plot for the percentage error. All these plots will be 
analysed in the next sub-section of this section. 
 
Table. 1. Summary of results obtained for trigonometric depth analysis. 
  
Actual depth        Estimated depth’(M)                Absolute error, e (M)                  Percentage error (%) 
          D(M)      Top Camera    Bottom Camera        Top           Bottom                           Top         Bottom 
  
0.1 N/A             0.1777                      N /A       0.0777                                N /A       77.73 
0.2 N/A            0.2627                       N /A       0.0627                                N /A        31.33 
0.3  N/A           0.3494                       N /A        0.0494                               N /A       16.46 
0.4  N/A           0.4388                       N /A        0.0388                                N /A      9.70 
0.5  N/A          0.5326                       N /A         0.0326                                N /A       6.53 
  
   
0.6                        0.6727       0.6263                       0.0727      0.0263                                12.12        4.39 
0.7                        0.7713       0.7239                       0.0713      0.0239                                10.19        3.42 
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0.8                        0.8669       0.8265                        0.0669      0.0265                                8.36          3.32 
0.9                        0.9720       0.9321                       0.0720        0.0321                              8.00          3.57 
1                         1.0808       1.0415                        0.0808        0.0415                               8.08          4.15 
1.1                      1.1917       1.1541                        0.0917        0.0541                               8.33          4.92 
1.2                     1.3199        1.2664                        0.1199        0.0664                               9.99          5.54 
1.3                     1.4574        1.3841                       0.1574         0.0841                               12.11        6.47 
1.4                     1.5901        1.5023                       0.1901         0.1023                               13.58        7.31     
 
 
Fig.5: Plot of estimated depth against actual depth for both cameras. 
 
Fig.6: Plot of absolute error against actual depth for both cameras. 
 
Fig.7: Plot of absolute error against estimated depth for both cameras. 
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Fig.8: Plot of percentage error for both cameras. 
4. Discussion 
     From Fig.5, the plot shows that both top and bottom camera shows the correct trend to the pattern expected 
which is increasing estimated depth as the actual depth increases. As each time the actual depth increases linearly by 
0.1m, the expected estimated depth should also increases linearly by 0.1m. Although the increase is not exactly 0.1m 
for estimated depth, but the increase is almost linear giving it the correct trend of increasing estimated depth as 
actual depth increases. Fig.6 shows the absolute error of both top and bottom camera compared to the actual depth 
which is calculated from the difference of the estimated depth and the actual depth. It can be seen that the absolute 
error is larger at both the extreme of 0.1m and 1.4m for bottom camera whereas the absolute error is the smallest at 
the centre of the working range which is at 0.7m depth. Although the working range of top camera is only from 0.6m 
onwards to 1.4m, similar trend could be seen where the absolute error is large at the extreme of 1.4m whereas the 
absolute error is the smallest at 0.8m. The plot also shows that the absolute error of the top camera is larger than that 
of the bottom camera. By just analysing Fig.6, no actual useful data could be used but just knowing the trend of the 
absolute error against the actual depth. Hence, Fig.7 which shows the relationship between absolute error and the 
estimated depth is studied and analysed. From Fig.7, both the camera absolute error calculated could be estimated 
into a quadratic equation to define the relationship between the absolute error and the estimated depth. For the 
bottom camera, a cubic equation of absolute error ȁࢋȁ ൌ െ૙Ǥ ૙૝૞ૠࡰ૜ ൅ ૙Ǥ ૛૞ૡ૝ࡰ૛ െ ૙Ǥ ૛ૢૢࡰ ൅ ૙Ǥ ૚૛૜ૡ is found 
with R-squared value of 99.87%. As for the top camera, a quadratic equation of absolute error ȁ܍ȁ ൌ ૙Ǥ ૛૛૚૛۲૛ െ
૙Ǥ ૜ૠ૙ૠࡰ ൅ ૙Ǥ ૛૛૜ is found with R-squared value of 99.65%. Both these equations are of good fit to the data as 
they have R-squared value more than 99%. Fig.8 shows the percentage error of the estimated depth where the 
percentage error for the bottom camera is as high as 77.73% at 0.1m and it decreases as the actual depth increases 
but after 0.7m the percentage error increases again.  
Conclusion 
     In this research, though both the cameras are used the bottom camera seems to have an advantage in the accuracy 
of determining the estimated depth. In order to view objects at distance such as at 1.4m, top camera has a wider 
finding range where NAO’s head yaw can rotate from -70 degree to 70 degree without collisions with its shoulder. 
In order for bottom camera to view objects at the same distance of 1.4m, the range where NAO’s head yaw can 
rotate decreases to a range of -40 degree and 40 degree only. Hence, for the top camera the red ball at a distance 
more than 0.7m where the accuracy is not critical. Once NAO robot has moved towards the red ball until a threshold 
of 0.7m, bottom camera will be used to move NAO towards the red ball until a threshold of 0.2m where the accuracy 
is critical. 
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